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The brown river usually flows lazily through the middle of town.  But today it is a torrent, 
carrying human bodies.  Some, still alive, are gasping for air, thrashing the water. 
Approaching the river to enjoy lunch on its banks, two doctors, horrified by what they see, 
begin to haul people out of the water. There are no signs of violence, but the victims’ eyes 
are glazed, their weak pulses racing. The doctors cannot keep up with the flow of bodies. 
They save a few and watch helplessly as the others drift beyond them.

Suddenly, one of the doctors lowers an old man to the ground and starts to run.  “What are 
you doing?” yells the other doctor.  “For God’s sake, help me save these people!”

Without stopping, she yells back over her shoulder.  “I’m going upstream to find out why 
they’re falling in.”

From “Inside the Outbreaks: The Elite Medical Detectives of 
the Epidemic Intelligence Service”
By Mark Pendergrast. New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt



Public Health and Medical Examiners/Death Investigators

● Essential partner in public health

● Surveillance system in vital records

● Inform understanding of impact/burden of conditions

● Alert to unusual patterns

● Can offer insight that helps protect others
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Objectives

● Overview of Public Health COVID-19 Response

● Current Trends and Focus

● Future priorities
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Finding Outbreaks

● Calls from local public health/clinicians/MEs/providers/partners/public

● Routine reporting surveillance systems (active and passive)

● State-to-state communication (formal and informal)

● Health Alert Network messages (other states and federal, CDC, FDA, HHS, FEMA)

Monitoring resources:

- NEJM, JAMA, EID, etc.

- Professional societies (AAP daily brief, etc.)

- ProMED

- CIDRAP

- Medscape

- Becker’s 

- General media alerts
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Public Health Response

• “Are we in danger?”

• “Why are people getting sick?”

• “Can you help?”
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● Identification/surveillance

● Implementing new/evolving information and anticipating future changes/needs

● Building new systems to accommodate new technology/information

● Allocation of limited resources

● Balance with other public health work/activities

● Protect wellbeing and safety of public health workforce

● Sharing data (real-time) and answering questions

● Constant communication among stakeholders: response staff, State Hygienic 

Laboratory, agency staff, legal support, other state agencies, local public health, 

clinicians (infection control), other states, federal partners (bidirectional), businesses, 

educators, legislators, media, general public 

Public Health Reponse
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What is an Outbreak?

• An increase in the observed/reported number of cases of a disease or health 
problem compared with the expected number for a given place or among a specific 
group of people over a particular period of time

Epidemic = Outbreak = Cluster
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Investigating an Outbreak

1. Determine the existence of the epidemic

2. Confirm the diagnosis

3. Define a case and count cases

4. Orient the data in terms of time, place, and person

5. Determine who is at risk of becoming ill

6. Develop and test the hypothesis

7. Compare the hypothesis with the established facts

8. Plan a more systematic study

9. Prepare a written report

10. Execute control and prevention measures 10
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Defining & Counting Cases
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Council of State & Territorial Epidemiologists
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Council of State & Territorial Epidemiologists

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/21-ID-01_COVID-19_updated_Au.pdf
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Public Health Reporting

• Legal requirement
• Monitor for emergence of new issues
• Be able to communicate a community’s 

health issues
• Implement control and prevention 

measures
• Track cases
• Understand trends
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IVES Training 
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Public Health Reporting – Vital Statistics
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Post-Mortem Specimen Guidance

• Considerations regarding postmortem rapid antigen testing

• Updates to collection of postmortem fixed tissue specimens

• Added requirements for precautionary signs posted on the 

autopsy door and written biosafety policies and procedures 

present in autopsy facilities

• Additional language and new extended measures have been 

added to PPE guidance during PPE shortage, specifically 

optimizing strategy for N95 respirators and gowns and 

considerations for other non-NIOSH-approved Filtering 

Facepiece Respirators (FFR)

• EPA-approved disinfectant choice has been updated with 

emerging data about SARS-CoV-2 virus survival time on 

different surfaces.

• Engineering Controls sections updated with other 

recommended facility design (sink location and drainage 

requirement) to prevent pathogen transmission.

• Added importance of the selected eye protection and 

respirator not interfering with the correct fit and function of 

the other.
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Public Health Reporting – Vital Statistics
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Public Health Reporting – Vital Statistics
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Current Trends & Focus
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Excess Deaths
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Therapeutics 
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https://idph.iowa.gov/Emerging-Health-Issues/Novel-Coronavirus/Monoclonal-Antibody-Therapeutics/Information-for-Providers
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Vaccine
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Critical intervention (ultimate tool for prevention and control)

Scientific development (coordination of efforts, using available tech/tools)

Planning for distribution and communications

Appropriately changing recommendations as new information is obtained

Vaccine
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● VAERS
○ Immune-mediated thrombotic events

○ Myopericarditis

● Fertility questions

● Trusted resources

● Timeline of development and approvals

● Changes/updates (boosters & pediatric availability)

● Ultimate control measure

Vaccine Communication
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Vaccine Efficacy
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-Information sharing

-Data systems

-Limited resources (continue other 

disease work, responses, etc.)

-Changes in recommendations

-Data modernization

-Improve communication

-Develop strong public health 

infrastructure (including workforce)

-Strengthen partnership between public 

health and healthcare

Key Challenges and Ongoing Priorities
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COVID-19 &  the Future of Public Health

● Significant and lasting changes from COVID-19 response for everyone

● New demand for information (content and methods of sharing)

● Need continued close collaboration across industries, jurisdictions, etc.

● Must increase efficiency in diagnosing and managing health issues

● Need to maximize community resources for improved health outcomes

● Unique opportunity for lasting investment in public health
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Thank you.
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